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UCS Full Committee Meeting Minutes 
Elton Bowring Room, Clare College 
15:30, Saturday 1st June 2019 
A record of the sixth meeting of the UCS Full Committee 
 
In the Chair 
Dan Wright  President  

Present 
Vicky Grennan,  Nick Hall, Georgia Appleyard, Harry Ezra, Eloise Trimingham,  
 

Apologies 
David Barton, Ella Nevill, Conor Foster, Katie Veitch, Isha Cordes 
 
Just not here: 
Everyone else.  
 
Feedback 
 
My minutes were fine! Back on it.  
The college is more keen on us sorting the storage attics which we’re happy to do, Dan feels 
much more positive about it than he did. He foolishly asked whether Eloise had “some sort 
of… system?” for tidying and sorting which, of course, she does. She has a spreadsheet. 
There is also a poster attached to the bulletin detailing when those with belongings in the 
attic rooms should be moving them by- please check if you think you have anything in there! 
 
Summer reps: 
Dan has taken the slightly worrying move to suspend democracy and choose the rep 
himself. 
 
CUSU 
CUSU are running their annual Cambridge survey- it would be great if it had as many 
responses as possible as then the UCS can benefit from data collected. There will also be a 
Big Clare Survey in the works soon. 
 
LGBTQ+ Feedback 
Nick says the college has allowed him to fly the flag on the 8th (the start of Pride) ONLY, and 
then only on the railings outside Old Court. Progress. 
 
Social Sec Feedback 
There will, very sadly, be no bop in May Week as there aren’t any nights free in Cellars, In 
addition, we apparently need to sort out “trained stewards” for Clare events, even though 
we’re not sure what they are, because we have to have them. Exciting stuff. 
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Women’s Feedback 
Georgia has been approached with the idea of self-defense classes; there’d be no time now 
so this is something she’s thinking for Michaelmas (though might not be as part of freshers 
as that seems a little ominous.) 
 
Mental Health and Disabilities Feedback  
Harry would like to run an arts and crafts evening at some stage in the term ( the 
wholesome content we are all here for). 
 
AOB 
We discussed the issues around conferencing in Lerner Court during exams but given we’ve 
all received an email from College addressing the issue it seems a bit harsh to drag it all up 
again.  

Dan ended the meeting at 
16:02 by stating “I’ve got 
nothing.” I think I speak 
on behalf of you all when 
I say: same. 


